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DM6 Session Kit
Compact, Affordable Five-Piece Electronic Drumset
The fastest way to get rocking
The DM6 Session Kit is an ultra-compact and affordable five-piece electronic
drumset that includes everything drummers need including the best-selling DM6
drum module, a new ProRack II drum rack, five drum pads, three cymbal pads, hi-hat
and bass drum pedals, drumsticks, and a drum key. It’s our most compact, quiet,
affordable kit yet.
The DM6 Session Kit’s compact rack and quiet rubber pads give you a versatile,
low-noise instrument that takes up minimal space so you can play and practice at
any time, day or night. The compact ProRack II comes preassembled in the box for
a fast, easy set up.
Using Apple’s iPad USB connector, you can even connect the DM6 Session Kit to
your iPad to trigger Core MIDI-compliant apps. By connecting your DM6 Session Kit
to your iPad, you can take full advantage of the world of iPad apps that expand your
recording or performance palette.
Crack open the box and get ready to rock with the DM6 Session Kit.

FEATURES
>> Natural drum and cymbal feel including genuine cymbal motion
>> Includes compact, preassembled rack, plus pedals, drumsticks
and a drum key
>> Rock out with headphones, speaker systems, amplifiers, and more
>> More than 200 drum, cymbal, and percussion sounds
>> Play along with 40 music tracks, metronome, or your iPod or CD player

>> Comes in a single, full-color box, perfect for in-store displays
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DM6 Session Kit

>> Heavy-duty ProRack II, complete with everything you need
>> USB connection for virtually any music software on Mac and PC

